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                                           Abstract 
 
Gene Regulatory Networks are the basic functional unit in living organisms. Gene Regulatory 
Network mainly refers to the behavior of thousands of genes (inside the chromosome of cell) 
with other genes. Each gene has expression levels and interaction with other genes. These 
interactions and expression levels can be calculated from their amount and time duration of 
protein production. Due to the invention of DNA microarray in biotechnology, we are able to 
find gene expression levels from real genetic regulatory networks. Now it’s the time to find a 
reverse process to reach a satisfactory result that matches with those data derived from DNA 
microarray. If we can find those values that satisfy the result, then we can predict our gene 
behavior much early. Watching abnormal gene behavior, diseases can be found .Thus it can be a 
revolutionary step towards medicine and diagnosis sector. If we reach better accuracy then it will 
also help us to develop tissue and organs. That means, for chronic disease or any other problem 
if one’s heart cannot pump blood, then he can repair his heart by making a new heart developed 
from the muscle cells from any other organ of his body. Biological systems are very much 
complex in nature. And S-system model is a recent and popular class to model biological 
systems. Hence, I am using S-system class for modeling. Gene Regulatory Networks contain a 
large number of genes. And artificial bee colony is best suited for population based problems. 
Hence, I am proposing an inference algorithm of gene regulatory network on the framework of 
S-system class of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and artificial bee colony algorithm. 
 
 
Keywords: Gene Regulatory Network, Inference, S-system, DNA microarray, Artificial Bee 
Colony   
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Chapter 1   
 
Introduction  
 
A gene is a hereditary unit in all living organisms. It controls how living organisms inherit 
features from their ancestors. A gene is encoded in long strands of DNA. Genes provide 
necessary information to make proteins in a cell. Cells are the smallest individual parts of an 
organism. A cell is like a factory that is continuously working inside a living organism.  The 
labor division inside a cell is as following - gene gives instruction and protein executes them. So, 
genes actually tell cells, what to do by giving instructions on protein creation. Gene expression is 
a process of producing a biologically functional molecule or gene product. Gene product can 
either be a protein or RNA.  A gene regulatory network is a collection of genes inside a cell 
which interacts with each other.  The interactions between these genes inside a cell can be 
obtained from a gene regulatory network. DNA microarray technology helps us to read 
expression levels of genes. So for the betterment of medicine, diagnosis and other few sectors, 
these microarray data needs to be analyzed.  
 
Thus a reverse engineering process is required to determine the exact gene expression based on 
different factors. This process of reverse engineering is called inference. Inferring gene 
regulatory network is currently a topic under heavy research in the field of systems and 
computational biology. DNA microarray technology provides the way to measure the expression 
level of thousand of genes simultaneously. These expression levels are the outcome regulatory 
realtions among gene. So inferring gene regulatory network from these microarray data is known 
as a reverse engineering problem. Though its like a traditional inverse problem ,so solution is not 
like a trivial. The problem presents a large number of unknowns within a small sample size. 
Moreover DNA microarray data is heavily affected by noise. As a result, a powerfull 
mathmatical technique with reliable inference algorithm is needed to solve the problem. Thus, on 
the framework of Artificial Bee Colony algorithm, I am using S-system model which is very 
efficient for solving complex biological problems for inferring Gene Regulatory Network.  
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1.1 Motivation 
 
With the help of  DNA microarray technology it is possible to measure expression of thousands 
of genes simultaneously. Gene regulatory network provides information about function inside a 
cell.  Information on gene regulatory network can be used on biological applications. Prediction 
on these networks can also help  in bio technical projects as these computational techniques are 
faster and cheaper than experimental labs.Hence ,studying gene regulatory network we can have 
the knowledge of internal side of organism and observing their behaviour we can use those data.    
 
There was a time when diseases were identified after watching symptoms of patients. Then with 
the development of medical science diseases were treated after testing blood, cough, stool etc. 
But these processes are not enough efficient to identify a disease too early. Many people do not 
get enough time for treatment even after the disease is identified, because we could not identify 
the disease early. At present, many diseases are characterized after watching abnormal gene 
expressions .If we can understand and can manipulate gene expressions of gene regulatory 
networks at the cellular level, and then we can easily identify a disease before it can spread over 
the whole body [11].  Unveiling gene regulatory network will allow us in tissue development. 
And more accurate knowledge of GRN shall lead us towards replacement tissues even whole 
organ of a body. For example if one’s heart is having a chronic disease or injury and unable to 
pump blood then  he may have the heart repaired from the new muscle cells developed from 
other cells from his own body [11].   
 
Different modeling techniques have been developed so far to reconstruct gene regulatory 
network. Some of thene use Boolean networks , some use Bayesian networks, some use dynamic 
Bayesian network , system of ordinary differential equation (ODEs), neural networks etc. All of 
these framework face the complexities  associated with the problem. The problem involves a 
large number of unknown with a relatively small sample size.  Also the gene expression data is 
affected by noise.  To address those problems S-system model is used. It deals with the complex 
non-linear behaviour  with of gene regulatory networks. Also it provides a smmaller size of 
parameters. An algorithm based on the framework of artificial bee colony algorithm is used as 
the inference algorithm.       
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1.2 Aims 
 
Ensuring accuracy is the main important thing that needs to consider when reconstructing gene 
regulatory network. In this research work the S-system has been used for modeling technique.  S-
system can capture the complex non-linear behavior of gene regulatory networks well. This 
model also provides a small amount of parameters or unknowns to find out.  As inference 
algorithm artificial bee colony is used which is an optimization algorithm based on the intelligent 
forging behavior of honey bees. Further two genetic operators have been integrated within the 
framework of the artificial bee colony algorithm. These operators are mutation and crossover. 
The objective of this study is to verify the validity of S-system with artificial bee colony 
algorithm. To the best of my knowledge and investigation, this is the first time artificial bee 
colony algorithm has been incorporated with the S-system model to address the problem of gene 
regulatory network.  Using the proposed framework gene regulatory network has been inferred 
from artificial noise less data, noisy data on a noise scale of 5%, 10 %, 15% and on real data. 
 
 
1.3 Scope   
 
In this research work a reverse engineering approach based on S-system and  artificial bee 
colony  algorithm has been presented for inferring gene regulatory network from gene expression 
data. Genetic algorithm operators mutation and crossover are integrated within the framework of 
the artificial bee coloby algorithm.  To the best knowledge and investigation this is the first time 
artificial bee colony algorithm has been incorporated with S-system model to infer gene 
regulatory network.  This is the main contribution of the presented study. Specifically, the 
proposed framework has been tested with the following cases : 
                                   
 Reconstruction of gene regulatory network from  artificial noise 
free data   of a  network of 5 genes.   
 Reconstruction of gene regulatory network from  artificial noisy  
data  of a network of 5 genes, 5%, 10%,15%  noisy data were used.  
 On a real network of  5 gene 
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The proposed approach has successfully reverese enginered underlying networks of those 
artificial noise free and noisy data and real data..  
 
 
1.4  Ogranization of the thesis 
  
This thesis contains six chapters. Outlines of these chapters are given below: 
 
 Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the problem and an overview of this work. This 
chapter also describes the motivation aims and objective of this research.  
 
 Chapter 2 describes related biological topics. 
 
 Chapter 3 describes some existing gene regulatory network inference techniques. This 
chapter also describes their strengths and weak points. 
 
 Chapter 4 describes the proposed framework. S-system and artificial bee colony 
algorithm has been discussed in detail. 
 
 Chapter 5 presents the experimental results. Experiment is done using artificial 
networks. 
 
 Chapter 6 presents the application of gene regulatory network.  
 
 Chapter 7 summarizes the whole book. Also identifies future scope of this study.  
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Chapter 2  
 
Related Biological Study 
 
Cell is the smallest unit in living organisms. It is the basic structural and functional unit in all life 
forms. Cell is often called as the building blocks of life. Cell contains the genetic materials DNA 
and RNA. Biological information of an organism in encoded in DNA. Cell contains gene, 
protein, DNA and RNA. Thus gene and protein is two very important things inside a cell. 
Studying gene regulatory network gives information about the complex biological systems and 
how they will respond to different situations.  By studying gene regulatory network it is possible 
to gather information about the effect of effect of different diseases on living organisms. Thus 
gene regulatory network can give insights on drug design. DNA microarray technology analyzes 
the expressions of thousand of genes simultaneously. This huge amount of data opens a way to 
study and analyze gene regulatory networks. Different biological terms related to this problem 
has been described in this chapter in the following sections. 
 
 
2.1 Gene  
 
Gene is the unit of heredity in living organism. Genes are encoded inside the strands of DNA.  
Genes hold and pass hereditary information across generations. Living organisms depend on 
genes heavily as they create protein and functional RNA chains. Genetic codes are stored in 
genes which later get translated into functional proteins. Genes, who are made up of DNA, act as 
instructions to make molecules called protein.  
 
Human genome contains genes from 30,000 to 35,000 encoded by total nucleotide base pairs (A, 
C, T, and G) [11]. Inside the human body each gene has two copies inherited from each parent. 
All the people have the same gene mostly, but a small number of genes (less than 1 percent of 
total) are slightly different between people. These small differences contribute to each person’s 
unique physical feature.                                         
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Figure -2.1:  Chromosome inside a cell is made up of genes and genes are made up of DNA. 
 
 
2.2 Functional structure of a gene  
 
All genes have regulatory regions in addition to regions that explicitly code for a protein or RNA 
product.  A regulatory regions shared by almost all genes is known as promoter, which provides 
a position that is recognized by the transcription machinery when a gene is about to be 
transcribed and expressed. A gene can contain multiple promoters. Other regulatory regions 
include enhancers, which can compensate for a week promoter. Eukaryotic promoter regions are 
much more complex and difficult to identify than prokaryotic promoters.    
 
2.3 Gene Regulation 
The sequential processes that go on inside genes are termed as “Gene Regulation” and among 
those processes; we are successful to understand only two processes. Those are transcription and 
translation (Fig-4). These two processes control the level of gene’s expression and fix the 
amount of protein [9].  mRNA means “messenger RNA”, a large family of RNA molecules that 
convey genetic information from DNA to the ribosome, where they specify the amino acid 
sequence of the protein products of gene expression. And the amount of mRNA produced during 
transcription is a measure how active or functional a gene is [4]. A gene regulation system is 
made up of genes, cis-elements and regulators. Regulators are mainly protein. The genes, 
regulators and regulatory connection between them make a genetic regulatory network [4]. 
Genetic regulatory network can be said as an abstract mapping of gene regulation in living cells 
so that it can help us to predict the system behavior of living organism [12].  
Inference
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2.6  Protein     
 
 Protein participates in virtually every process inside a cell. Genetic codes encoded in genes help 
assembling proteins from amino acid.  This process is known as protein synthesis. Proteins are 
required for the structure, function and regulation of body’s tissues and organs. Proteins are 
made up of   hundreds or thousands of smaller units called amino acids, which are attached to 
one another with long chains. There are 20 different types of amino acids that can be combined 
to make a protein. The sequence of amino acid determines each protein 3-dimensional structure 
and its specific function. Messenger proteins, such as some types of hormones, transmit signals 
to coordinate biological processes between different cells, tissues and organs.  
 
2.7 Gene Regulatory Network 
 
Genetic Regulatory Networks are the basic functional units in living organism.  Living body 
cells are composed of millions of cells. If we look closely inside a cell then we find its basic 
characteristics are vested inside chromosomes.  Genes carry the necessary information for 
making proteins in a living body. Few factors related to gene expression (i.e. protein production) 
decide the behavior, structure and function of a cell. Type of protein produced, the quantity of 
protein produced and duration of production are main factors [11]. 
 
 
2.8 Structure of Gene Regulatory Network  
 
An actual Genetic regulatory Network (actual means, with all necessary information that are 
present in a Genetic Regulatory Network) is very difficult to understand (Fig-2.3). But an 
artificial Genetic Regulatory Network is shown in fig-2.4, which can be a good example to 
understand the real complexity of the structure of a gene regulatory network. 
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  Figure -2.3:                                                                                      Figure: 2.4                                                        
Figure 2.3: Gene Regulatory Network added with all information, which is very difficult to 
understand. 
Figure 2.4:  An artificial Genetic Regulatory Network. Here, it is a simulated sparse Genetic 
Regulatory Network with n= 100 genes and 100 connections. 
 
 
2.9 DNA microarray 
 
Human genome is the complete set of genetic information for humans (Homo sapiens). This 
information is encoded as DNA sequences within the 23 chromosome pairs in cell nuclei. And a 
human genome contains between 30,000 and 35,000 genes encoded 3.1 billion total nucleotide 
base pairs (A,C,T,G) [11]. Now if we select genes one by one and try to evaluate its interaction 
with other genes, then it will be very expensive and time consuming. But due to the advancement 
of biotechnology several methods has been developed to measure gene expression levels. Among 
those methods DNA microarray is one, which can measure gene expression efficiently. Using 
DNA microarray we can measure expression level of thousands of genes simultaneously [12]. 
 
                                      
 Fig-2.5: DNA microarray image with an automated system background. 
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Expression profiles are made using the data from DNA microarray. Expression levels from 
different experiments and time interval are put together for making these profiles [23]. 
Ultimately, the study of Genetic Regulatory Network has become much easier due to the 
introduction of DNA microarray technology for measuring gene expression levels.    
 
2.10 Gene Expression profiling 
  
Gene expression profiling is the measurement of the activity (the expression) of thousands of 
genes at once, to create a global picture of cellular function. These profiles can, for example, 
distinguish between cells that are actively dividing, or show the cells react to particular 
treatment. Many experiments of this sort measure an entire genome simultaneously, that is every 
gene present in particular cell. With the advancement in biotechnological sector, DNA 
microarray technology was invented. This technology measures the relative activity of 
previously identified target genes. Sequence based techniques, like serial analysis of gene 
expression are also used for gene expression profiling.  Expression profiling provides new 
information about what genes do under new conditions. Overall, microarray technology produces 
reliable expression profiles. Many times more efforts are given to analyze these data than 
performing initial expression.   
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Chapter 3  
 
Literature Review  
  
Proteins are the main actors inside a cell. So information on gene regulatory network provides 
information about cellular process and behavior. Gene expression data is the outcome of 
regulatory relations among genes. Normal flow of problem is that knowing the regulatory 
relations expression data can be generated. But practically we got the expression data from 
experiments but not any information about regulatory relationships. So gene expression data is 
analyzed to predict regulations from them. Thus the problem becomes a reverse engineering 
problem. This reverse engineering has complexities like large number of unknowns within small 
sample size, defective expression data etc. Behavior study of different diseases can gain help 
from gene regulatory network study. So far different techniques have been developed to solve 
the gene regulatory network inference problem. Two main entities are involved with this 
problem: 
 
• A mathematical model that describes relations among genes 
• A search algorithm to find some parameters within the framework of the mathematical 
model. 
       
Mathematical model gives abstract structure of the network.  It defines a structure through a 
mathematical formula or relation. It provides a set of parameters within the model that describes 
the relationship among genes. Among these parameters some can be regulatory and some can be 
different kinetic parameters that express the behavior of the network.  
 
Different approaches have been used to model gene regulatory network. Boolean networks, 
Bayesian networks, neural networks, linear time variant etc. are some of the techniques to model 
gene regulatory network. As the searching algorithm genetic algorithms, swarm intelligent based 
techniques are some of the ways that has been used so far. 
 
3.1 Modeling techniques  
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A model describes the regulatory relations among genes in a gene regulatory network. It 
provides an abstract structure of network.  A model mainly describes the structure through a 
formula. This formula contains different parameters to describe the regulatory relations among 
genes and also other properties of the network. Some of them are describes in the following 
sections. 
   
 3.1.1 Boolean Networks 
 
Among the existing models, Boolean networks are the simplest. In Boolean network modeling 
each gene, each input and each output is considered as a node in directed graph. An edge is there 
from one node to another if there is a link between two nodes. Each node can have two states 
“on” and “off”. “On” corresponds to the gene being expressed. “Off” means the substance is 
being present. Time is considered as proceeding in discrete steps. At each new state of a node is 
Boolean function of the prior states of nodes having edge with current nodes.  [][] 
 
A Boolean network is a directed graph G(X, E) where the nodes  ݔ௜  ג X, are Boolean variables. 
To each node, ݔ௜ is associated a Boolean function , ܾ௜ (ݔ௜ଵ , ݔ௜ଶ … …., ݔ௜ ௟), l ≤ n; ݔ௜௝ ג X, where 
the arguments are all and only the parent nodes of  ݔ௜ in G. Together, at any given time, the states 
(values) of all nodes represent the state of the network, given by the vector S(t)  =  
(ݔଵ ሺtሻ, ݔଶ ሺtሻ … …., ݔ௡ሺtሻ),[]. For gene networks the node variables correspond to level of gene 
expression to either up or down. The Boolean function at the nodes, model the aggregated 
regulation effect of all their parent nodes. Boolean networks are simple. When number of entities 
is small and only qualitative knowledge is available Boolean networks can provide meaningful 
insights. But these networks do not correctly model the dynamics of transcription factor that 
down regulates itself. Also this model is computationally expensive to analyze larger networks.   
 
3.1.2 Bayesian networks 
 
Bayesian networks are probabilistic models. They combine two area probability and graph. G (X, 
E). Where the nodes, ݔ௜  ג X, are random variables that describes gene expressions and the edges 
represent the dependencies between nodes.  The random variables are drawn from a conditional 
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probability distribution.  A Bayesian network implicitly encodes the Markov assumption that 
gives its parents; each variable is dependent of its –descendents. With this assumption each 
Bayesian network uniquely specifies a decomposition of joint distribution over all variables 
down to the conditional distributions of the nodes. Besides the set of dependencies a Bayesian 
network implies a set of independencies too. This probabilistic framework is very appealing for 
modeling casual relationships because one can query the joint probability distribution for the 
probabilities of events (represented by the nodes) given other events.[][] 
 
3.1.3 Linear Time variant 
 
Linear time variant is a linear formalism. Gene regulatory networks have complex non linear 
relations. Linear models typically are not a good match for them. But linear time variant model 
can capture the non linear relations among genes. But it is simpler than non linear models. Linear 
time variant has the following equation: 
                                          
                                           ܼ௜(t) = ෍ ௜ܹ,௝ሺtሻ ௜ܺሺtሻ
௡
௞ୀଵ
 
 
Where  ௜ܹ,௝ indicates the regulatory values. A positive value indicates activation; negative value 
indicates repression where zero indicates regression. ௜ܹ,௝ is a time varying function. 
  
A linear time variant model based approach has been proposed in [1]. With this model it used a 
self adaptive differential evolution approach as reverse engineering algorithm. Self adaptive 
differential evolution converges faster with more certainly. As fitness evaluation function they 
used the widely used mean squared error (MSE) function.    
 
 
 3.2 Searching Algorithm 
 
Different algorithms have been used so far to address the problem of finding the gene regulatory 
network. Most of them are evolutionary approaches or swarm based approaches. Differential 
evolution, self adaptive differential evolution, particle swarm optimization are some of the 
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widely used techniques. These algorithms are population based search algorithms. Most of them 
starts with random solutions and try to improve the solution using multiple iterations. 
 
 3.2.1   Differential Evolution  
 
Differential Evolution (DE) is a method that optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve 
a candidate solution with measure to improve a candidate solution with regard to a given 
measure of quality. Differential evolution is a meta-heuristic approach. Differential evolution 
maintains a population of candidate solutions. In each iteration and generation it creates a set of 
new solution from existing population. The new solution generation procedure follows a simple 
formula. Typically the genetic algorithm operator mutation and crossover are used to generate 
new solutions from existing ones.  After generating new solutions a greedy selection approach is 
used on some fitness evaluation criteria. [][] 
 
     
3.2.2   Self Adaptive Differential Evolution 
 
Self Adaptive Differential Evolution is a variant of the classic differential evolution approach.  In 
differential evolution approach users set the parameters of the algorithm at the beginning of the 
procedure. This parameter remains same throughout the whole process. Control parameters are 
the main factors of the exploration process in a differential evolution algorithm. Self adaptive 
differential evolution works with a variable or adaptive set of parameters. It uses the mutation 
crossover and selection operators as differential evolution but the values of the parameter scaling 
factor and CP (Crossover probability) are calculated adaptively. In each iteration of the algorithm 
these parameters are changed according to some specific formula or conditions. [][] 
 
 
3.2.3 Particle Swarm Optimization 
 
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) maintains a set of particles or solutions. Each particle has a 
velocity and position associated with it. Particles search through the entire space by updating 
their positions and velocity. Particle swarm optimization maintains two best result local best and 
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global best. Local best corresponds to each particle’s best solution so far and global best solution 
corresponds to overall best particles among all solutions. Each particle movement is influenced 
by its local best known position but it is also guided towards the best the best known position in 
the search space, which are updated as better positions are found by other particles. PSO is a 
meta-heuristics as it makes over few or no assumptions about the problem being optimized and 
can search very large spaces of candidate solutions.  
 
PSO starts with random candidate solution or particles. After that it iterates and each iteration 
changes the velocity of each particle to a better solution. PSO maintains global and local aspects 
of the search process separately. For each particle it maintains a local best. PSO also maintains a 
global best which is ultimate solution of the problem. Global best is selected from local best.      
 
 
3.3 Summary 
 
So far many different techniques have been developed to infer gene regulatory networks. Among 
them Bayesian network, Boolean network, Recurrent Neural  network, Linear Time variant , s-
system approaches are widely used. All of these deal with complex nonlinear behavior of   
biological systems. They all have their pros and cons. With these models different searching 
techniques have been used. Some of the widely used algorithms are genetic algorithms, 
evolutionary algorithms, differential evolution algorithm, swarm intelligent based techniques like 
particle swarm optimization etc.      
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Chapter 4 
 
Proposed Approach 
   
4.1 S-system model 
 
Biological systems are very much complex in nature. So it is not very easy to model a biological 
system. But we can model using systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). S-system is a 
recent as well as popular class of ODEs for modeling biological systems. The parameters of an 
S-system are generally estimated from time course profiles [3]. Interacting components of 
organisms together make a biological system. The process of expression and the interaction of 
these components are nonlinear [2]. A non-linear system means its output is not directly 
proportional to its input. For example we cannot predict the exact weather forecast because a 
simple change in one part of the system creates complex effects throughout. The nonlinear 
behavior and gene expressions can be modeled using S-system class. An S-system that represents 
the dynamics of n gene is described as: 
 
݀ ௜ܺ
݀ݐ
ൌ  ߙ௜  ෑ X୨
୥౟,ౠ
୬
୨ୀଵ
െ ߚ௜  ෑ X୨
୦౟,ౠ
୬
୨ୀଵ
  , i ൌ 1,2, … . , n   
          Where, 
 ௜ܺ means the expression level of i-th gene 
 n means the total number of genes in the  network.  
 ߙ and ߚ represent constant scale parameter, indicating the intensity of the  
 relationship between  ௜ܺ and other genes in the network. 
 g୧,୨ and h୧,୨ are exponential  parameters, indicating the action of whether gene i activates 
or inhibits gene j respectively[2].   
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For example in figure-4.1 a network is developed from the values of respective parameters of the 
equation of S-system. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Reconstruction procedure of a network using S-system.  
 The left hand side of the figure shows predicted   ߙ , G, ߚ and H parameters.  
 The top right gives the function format of the system with the predicted parameters.  
 The bottom right gives graphical representation of the network, according to the 
predicted elements. Each non zero ݃௜௝ , ݄௜௝  gives an activation or inhibition from gene j 
to gene i, respectively. Each elements that regulate self regulation (arrows with no joining 
properties i.e. ݃௜௜  ܽ݊݀ ݄௜௜ ) are not shown in the graph. 
 
S-system model can be used to infer genetic regulatory network. Mainly based on the equation 
and putting the parameters value in the equation, we can reconstruct a regulatory network and 
match with the profiles of gene regulatory network found from DNA microarray data.  
 
4.2 Mutation: 
 
Mutation is a genetic operator used to maintain genetic diversity from one generation of 
population of a genetic algorithm to the next. It is analogous to biological mutation. Mutation 
alters one or more gene value in a chromosome from initial state. In mutation the solution may 
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change entirely from the previous solution. Hence GA can come to better solution by using 
mutation. Mutation occurs during evolution according to a user definable mutation probability.  
The classic example of a mutation operator involves a probability that an arbitrary bit in a 
genetic sequence will be changed from its original state. A common method for implementing 
the mutation operator involves generating a random variable for each bit in a sequence. This 
random variable tells whether or not a particular bit will be modified. When the gene encoding is 
restrictive as in permutations problems, mutations are swaps, inversion and scrambles. The 
purpose of mutation operator is preserving and introducing diversity.  
 
                                         
                                     Figure 4.2: Mutation inside DNA.  
A common way of doing mutation operation is for each target vector X୧ୋ with i = 1, 2……N, a 
mutant vector V୧ୋାଵ is generated based on the following equation: 
 
                                               V୧ୋାଵ = X୰ଵୋ  + F (X୰ଶୋ െ X୰ଷୋ  )  
 
Here, the integer r1, r2 and r3 represent random and mutually different indexes and also different 
from i. F is known as the scaling factor and controls the amplification of the differential 
variation.   
  
4.3 Crossover 
 
Crossover is the operation which takes more than one parent solution and produces a new child 
solution from them. Different types of crossover include single point crossover, two point 
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crossover, uniform crossover, arithmetic crossover etc.  Crossover often involves the property 
crossover probability based on which value is inherited in child solution from the parent.  
 
                              
                                           Figure 4.3: Crossover between parents 
. 
Setting up this parameter properly impacts the performance of solutions in later generations. One 
common approach to perform crossover is fitness proportionate selection. In this selection 
procedure each solution is assigned with a fitness value and the probability of that solution 
depends on the fitness level. A higher fitness valued solution will have the higher possibility of 
selection.  The following equation is used for crossover: 
                                      
                                                          ݌݅ ൌ ௙௜∑ ϐ୧ ೙ೖసభ
 
 
Here, ݌݅ means probability, n means number of genes and ϐi means fitness of xi. 
 
4.4 Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm 
 
Within last 15 years several algorithms has been developed depending on different intelligent 
behaviors of honey bee swarms. Among those, artificial bee colony (ABC) is one which has been 
most widely studied on and applied to solve real world problems. This algorithm was developed 
by Karaboga in 2005. And it has also been researched and developed more efficiently by 
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Karaboga himself and several other people [8]. This algorithm has been used in several 
promising sectors. Like Neural Network, image processing, wireless sensor network, different 
engineering problems purposes etc [8].  In this algorithm, there are three types of bees in a 
colony.  
 Employed bees  
 Onlooker bees  
 Scout bees  
A bee is going to a food source visited by itself previously is called an employed bee. A bee 
waiting in the dancing area of the employed bees to choose a food source is called an onlooker 
bee. A bee searching randomly for new food source is called scout bee. So according to ABC the 
colony of bees can be divided into two major parts. The first part is called employed bees and the 
second part by onlookers. It is assumed that one bee is employed for each food source. So 
number of food source is equal to the number of employed bees. Employed bees go to their food 
source and dance. When they abandon a food source it becomes a scout.  Onlooker bees observe 
the dance of employed bees and choose food sources based on dance.  
The general algorithmic structure of ABC optimization approach is given below:  
1.  Initial Phase 
2.  REPEAT 
3.                Employed Bees Phase 
4.                Onlooker Bees Phase 
5.                Scout Bees Phase 
6.                Memorize the best solution achieved so far 
7.  UNTIL (Cycle = maximum Cycle Number or a maximum CPU time)  
 
In robust search process, exploration and exploitation process must be carried out together. In 
Artificial Bee Colony algorithm we see the scout bees control exploration process, while the 
employed bees and onlookers’ carryout the exploitation process in search space.  The number of 
employed bees and onlookers are equal to the number of population. The employed bee whose 
food source has been exhausted becomes a scout bee. The position of an enhanced nectar amount 
of food represents a possible solution to the optimization problem. When using artificial bee 
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colony algorithm, to optimize a function, potential food source represents a potential solution to 
the problem. Nectar amount of a food source denotes the quality of the solution. 
 
4.5 Proposed Algorithm 
 
To infer gene regulatory network, based on S-system model an algorithm is designed in this 
research work. To the best of my knowledge and investigation this is the first time artificial bee 
colony algorithm has been incorporated with S-system model to infer gene regulatory network.  
Two genetic algorithm (GA) operators namely mutation and crossover has been used. Here food 
sources are the candidate solutions. Nectar amount is the fitness of a solution. Employed and 
onlooker bees discover neighbor food sources or new solutions from mutation and crossover 
operators. The scout bee phase occurs after the specific interval of the overall process.   
The algorithm works as follows: 
 
1. Initialize N random employed bees using  random variables 
2.  G=1 
3.  Repeat 
4.              for i Å N do   
5.                    Produce new solution  y୧  from X୧  using Mutation  and Crossover        
                   Procedure 
6.                     Evaluate fitness of the new  solution yi 
7.                    Replace xi with y୧   if X୧  has better fitness  
8.              End 
9.              for i Å N do   
10.                      Choose a solution xi from a higher fitness  
11.                      Produce new solution  y୧  from X୧  using Mutation  and Crossover      
12.                      Evaluate fitness of the new  solution yi 
13.                      Replace xi with yi if yi has better fitness  
14.                   End 
15.         Choose a solution with higher fitness  from all solutions  N 
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16.         Perform  the scout bee phase of generating value  
17.         G = G+1 
18.   UNTILL G = G(max)  
 
4.6 Fitness Evaluation criteria  
A fitness evaluation criterion is needed to find the goodness of a solution. The most commonly 
used fitness evaluation criteria is the qualitative difference between the   estimated and target 
data. This criterion uses a function called squared error. And the function is as follows: 
 
                                     Fit( xi ) =ሺei െ di ሻଶ 
Here x୧  means i-th gene , e୧ means expected value and   d୧  means target value. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Experimental Results 
In this research paper a reverse engineering algorithm has been developed on the framework of 
artificial bee colony algorithm for the reconstruction of gene regulatory network. Based on the 
equation of S-system model we are generating sample networks and selecting through artificial 
bee colony algorithm. So we can say that our algorithm worked if the expression levels found by 
the best solution is equal or approximately equal to the expression levels in the data for 
respective genes. And thus we can construct our network on the parameters inside the best 
solution.  For the verification of the proposed algorithm, the algorithm was tested in noiseless 
data and noisy data .Then it was also tested with real data. And algorithm successfully found all 
the regulations in noiseless, noisy as well as real data. So, on a network of 5 genes the detail 
outline of the testing procedure of proposed algorithm is as follows: 
 
 Noiseless data 
 5% noisy data 
 10% noisy data 
 15% noisy data 
 Real data 
 
        
5.1 Experimental Setup 
 
The code of the proposed algorithm is written in Java programming language on eclipse 
platform. While tested on a machine of 4GB ram and core i3 processor it takes an average time 
of 5.45 minutes to give the result of one dataset. This time increases with the increase of noise 
level.  
 
The ranges of the parameters, variables and other necessary values are shown below: 
 
Name Minimum Maximum 
α and β 1 10 
g and h -0.99 0.99 
G (Total iteration of algorithm)  10000 
N (Employed bee and Onlooker bee number)  100 
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F(Scaling factor)  .5 
 
5.2 Noiseless data 
 
First the proposed algorithm was tested on a noise less data. Inferred parameters of the data are 
as follows: 
 Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
α  7 5 5 10 9 
β 7 10 1 7 1 
 
Inferred g values: 
 
i jÆ Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
Gene 1 -.04 .21 .14 -.33 .46 
Gene 2 .79 .24 -.1 -.86 .67 
Gene 3 .63 .28 -.71 -.37 .22 
Gene 4 .27 -.13 -.48 .86 -.19 
Gene 5 .8 -.16 .95 -.39 .98 
 
Inferred g values: 
 
i jÆ Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
Gene 1 -.18 .18 .56 -.02 -.62 
Gene 2 .77 -.95 .8 -.01 -.66 
Gene 3 -.3 -.38 -.56 .82 -.31 
Gene 4 -.8 .42 .55 -.84 .64 
Gene 5 .4 .28 .74 .94 -.81 
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Figure 5.1:  We can see the accuracy level of the algorithm. Estimated and target graph are 
exactly same. Thus the parameters identified are valid.  
(Here, x-axis indicate the gene number and y-axis indicate expression level) 
  
5.3  5% noisy data 
 
After noiseless data the proposed algorithm was tested with 5% noisy data. And the Inferred 
parameters of the data are as follows: 
 
 Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
α  10 5 1 4 1 
Β 9 7 3 2 3 
 
 
Inferred g values: 
 
i jÆ Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
Gene 1 -.85 .76 -.57 -.86 -.59 
Gene 2 -.05 -.82 .93 -.44 -.08 
Gene 3 .23 .59 -.72 .52 -.48 
Gene 4 -.37 .81 .58 .53 .71 
Gene 5 0 .53 -.68 -.87 .93 
 
 
Inferred h values: 
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i JÆ  Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
Gene 1 -.48 -.67 .86 -.31 .77 
Gene 2 .43 -.45 .31 -.21 -.6 
Gene 3 -.01 -.38 .63 .53 .08 
Gene 4 -.56 -.22 .74 -.03 -.65 
Gene 5 -.02 00 -.96 -.18 .95 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: We can see the accuracy level of the algorithm. Estimated and target graph are 
exactly same. Thus the parameters identified are valid.  
(Here, x-axis indicate the gene number and y-axis indicate expression level) 
 
 
5.4 10% noisy data 
 
The proposed algorithm was tested with 10% noisy data. And the Inferred parameters of the data 
are as follows: 
 
 Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
α  10 5 1 4 1 
β 9 7 3 2 3 
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Inferred g values: 
 
i jÆ Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
Gene 1 -.85 .76 -.57 -.86 -.59 
Gene 2 -.05 -.82 .93 -.44 -.08 
Gene 3 .23 .59 -.72 .52 -.48 
Gene 4 -.37 .81 .58 .53 .71 
Gene 5 00 .53 -.68 -.87 .93 
 
Inferred h values: 
 
i JÆ  Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
Gene 1 -.48 .67 -.86 -.31 .77 
Gene 2 .43 -.45 .31 -.21 -.6 
Gene 3 -.01 .38 .63 .53 .08 
Gene 4 -.56 -.22 -.74 -.03 -.65 
Gene 5 -.02 00 -.96 -.18 .95 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3: We can see the accuracy level of the algorithm. Estimated and target graph are 
approximately same. Thus the parameters identified are valid.  
(Here, x-axis indicate the gene number and y-axis indicate expression level) 
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5.5 15% noisy data 
 
The proposed algorithm was tested with 15% noisy data. And the Inferred parameters of the data 
are as follows: 
 
 Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
α  1 4 3 5 6 
Β 3 8 8 7 6 
 
Inferred g values: 
 
i jÆ Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
Gene 1 .1 -.04 .18 .91 -.28 
Gene 2 -.64 -.6 -.04 .33 .69 
Gene 3 -.78 .75 .35 .18 .1 
Gene 4 -.31 -.31 .4 -.43 .92 
Gene 5 .91 .88 .13 -.99 .1 
 
Inferred h values: 
 
i JÆ  Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
Gene 1 .87 -.06 .07 .12 -.86 
Gene 2 .3 -.05 .74 .18 -.39 
Gene 3 -.73 -.11 -.22 -.2 .92 
Gene 4 -.85 -.17 .66 .33 .02 
Gene 5 -.57 -.12 -.45 .85 .8 
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Figure 5.4: We can see the accuracy level of the algorithm. Estimated and target graph are 
approximately same. Thus the parameters identified are valid.  
(Here, x-axis indicate the gene number and y-axis indicate expression level) 
 
 
5.6 Real data 
The proposed algorithm was tested with real data. And the Inferred parameters of the data are   
as follows: 
 
 
 Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
α  1 3 3 1 8 
β 10 6 8 3 5 
 
 
Inferred g values: 
 
i jÆ Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
Gene 1 -.99 -.31 .1 -.94 -.49 
Gene 2 .53 .55 .59 .58 -.8 
Gene 3 -.21 .23 -.9 .6 -.82 
Gene 4 -.32 .04 .67 -.25 .85 
Gene 5 -.7 .46 .79 -.65 -.49 
 
Inferred h values: 
 
i JÆ  Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4 Gene 5 
Gene 1 -.63 .84 .34 .48 -.85 
Gene 2 -.36 .41 .99 -.35 .22 
Gene 3 -.97 .46 -.61 -.01 -.18 
Gene 4 -.02 .57 .52 .42 -.65 
Gene 5 .53 .96 .65 .04 -.29 
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 Figure 5.5: We can see the accuracy level of the algorithm. Estimated and target graph are 
approximately same. Thus the parameters identified are valid.  
(Here, x-axis indicate the gene number and y-axis indicate expression level) 
 
 
5.7  Network Structure of the real data  
 
              5.7.1 Network Structure of real data (Production). 
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Figure 5.6 Network Structure of real data (Production). (Activation inhibition corresponds to g 
values of real data. Self regulations are not shown). 
 
 
5.7.1 Network Structure of real data (Regression) 
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Chapter 6 
 
Applications  
Gene regulatory network (GRN) has many real life applications. But to reveal those we need 
accurate calculations. Gene regulatory network can help us mainly in medical sector. Starting 
from early disease detection to side effect less medicine production GRN can be much efficient 
to design. Not only in medical sector but also we can use the inferred network to identify the 
characteristics of specific insects and thus we can produce organisms according to our own wish. 
The important applications of gene regulatory network are briefly discussed below: 
 
6.1 Identifying Diseases early 
 
There was a time when diseases were identified after watching symptoms of patients. Then with 
the development of medical science diseases were treated after testing blood, cough, stool etc. 
But these processes are not enough efficient to identify a disease too early. Many people do not 
get enough time for treatment even after the disease is identified, because we could not identify 
the disease early. At present, many diseases are characterized after watching abnormal gene 
expressions .If we can understand and can manipulate gene expressions of gene regulatory 
networks at the cellular level, and then we can easily identify a disease before it can spread over 
the whole body [11].   
 
 
6.2 Organ development 
Unveiling gene regulatory network will allow us in tissue development. And more accurate 
knowledge of GRN shall lead us towards replacement tissues even whole organ of a body. For 
example if one’s heart is having a chronic disease or injury and unable to pump blood then  he 
may have the heart repaired from the new muscle cells developed from other cells from his own 
body [11].   
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6.3 Side effect less medicine production 
When we are attacked by any disease, for treatment purposes we need to take more medicine so 
that we can reduce side effects. But if we can understand the gene regulatory network correctly 
then we can produce medicine which will be based on the treatment of particular type of gene. 
Thus the probability of having side effects reduces and also helps us not to take more medicine 
than necessity for reducing side effects.[11]  
 
6.4 Creating nature friendly organisms 
Grabbing information about genetic networks will allow us to develop more nature friendly 
organisms. And we can use them in agricultural fields for killing insects. We can produce insect 
resistant crop. We won’t have to use insecticides or chemicals which decrease the crop 
production and also hamper the fertility of land. This is a very innovative way of development in 
agriculture.[11] 
 
These are the main important applications of genetic regulatory network. Other than this there 
are more applications of GRN is present but we need to make more accurate calculations on a 
large scale to find out more and more features that can be implemented using gene regulatory 
networks. 
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Chapter 7 
 
Conclusion and Future Work 
 
7.1 Conclusion  
 
Gene regulatory network plays important role in the functional behavior of an organism. In a 
network gene pass information among them. The information is mainly carried out by protein. 
By the invention of DNA microarray technology, it has become possible to calculate gene 
expression level for several numbers of genes simultaneously. But the expression levels of these 
genes calculated by DNA microarray are not sufficient enough to infer the network structure. If 
we want to know the whole network then we need an efficient model to produce solutions and an 
algorithm to find the best suited solution. If the best solution found matches to target data then 
we come to conclusion that our algorithm is working correctly.  
 
In this research work, to find the network structure of those genes, an algorithm is proposed on 
the framework of S-system model and artificial bee colony algorithm. The experiment was 
carried out in noiseless, noisy as well as real datasets. And the result found was promising. The 
proposed algorithm successfully inferred all the regulations. The result found was justified by 
comparing the target and the expected data, which ensures the strength of the proposed 
algorithm. 
 
7.2 Future work 
 
 
7.2.1 Working on time series data  
 
In this research work I worked only on a network at a specific time, which ensures our algorithm 
by comparing with the target and estimated expression levels.  But my future aim is to work on 
the network with multiple time series datasets, which will improve the inferring capability of the 
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algorithm. But for working on time series data we need another formula which can transform our 
created equation into time series. There are some useful and efficient processes to get time series 
data. Among them we can use Fourier Transformation procedure, squashing function; runge-
kutta order method etc can be notable. Thus I need to find the best one suited for the dataset and 
work on the whole network. If we can do that then we will have more inferring ability of a 
network structure.    
 
7.2.2 Reduce time complexity:   
 
Here, in this research work I mainly focused on the accuracy of the algorithm rather than time 
complexity.  My future objective is to reduce the time complexity of program as much as we can. 
Time complexity is very important because the number of population we are working is in a 
small scale. But if we go for large scale network then we might need more time to get a single 
data. So our time complexity has be reduced for calculating larger network.      
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